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‘To be fair, it’s a little confusing. There are different kinds of producers,
And people earn the title of producer for different reasons.’



Also - by default and to whatever degree, you are the enemy. You spend the 
entire production proving everyone around you, and yourself, that you aren’t.



A little bit about me..
● Freelance Producer & Editor (+ Ad-Hoc Production Assistant for Channel 4 

/ Endemol Shine Group / JolyGoodTV)
● Work Featured In: LSFF, Manchester International FF, DocAdemia, Hiive 

(Short of the Month), Vimeo (Staff Picks)...
● 3 Shorts Fully Funded or Co-Funded by the BFI & Film London (London 

Calling) Schemes
● 10 Works (Shorts, Web Series and 1 Feature Film) fully or co-funded using 

Kickstarter, Indiegogo and LiveTree.



In this workshop, 
we’ll be covering...



What is a Producer?
● Types of Producers
● Involvement & Expectations within a Production
● Shifts in Definition: A Contemporary Overview
● The Set
● I want to get into Producing, what do I do?
● Books & Resources on Core Craft Skills in Filmmaking

Striking a Balance: The Creative Producer vs The Administrative Producer
● A Step-By-Step Overview:

○ Development
○ Pre-Production
○ Production
○ Post-Production
○ Marketing & Distribution

Case Studies: Party Animal & A Live Broadcast
Other Presentations & Courses



What is a Film Producer?



What is a Film Producer?
Producers have overall control of every aspect of a film’s 
production, bringing together screenwriters, director, cast, 
finances and production team. 

Their primary responsibility is to foster an environment in 
which the creative talents of the cast and crew can 
flourish. 

Producers are therefore ultimately for accountable for the 
critical and commercial success of the finish film. A 
producer will often find the idea, bring together the 
creative team, secure financing for the project and be 
responsible for delivering it to the distributor/broadcaster



Skills Needed to be a Producer
● An extensive knowledge of storytelling
● Thorough understanding of all the creative processes of 

filmmaking, including screenwriting, directing, editing 
and music. 

● Ability to control the overall planning of a production.
● Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
● Decisiveness and Sensitivity under pressure
● Ability to prepare a Production Budget
● Ability to Identity and Secure Financial Resources
● Ensuring compliance with regulations and codes of 

practice
● Selecting Crew/Suppliers and Artists and Contributors



Types of Producer
Executive Producer

Different types of producers and their roles within the Industry today, reflective of current contemporary mediums include:

E.Ps oversee all of the other producers working on the same project and ensure that Producers are fulfilling 
their roles on a given production. They are usually responsible for a film’s finances (at a studio film level) or 
may be credited if they’ve given significant financial support to a production.

Line Producer
Manages the Crew and Production Staff and day-to-day operations, On major studio films, Line Producers are 
in charge of all the business aspects of physical production. Often there will be multiple line producers on 
major films to manage the different strands of Accounting. At a more holistic level, the Line Producer must 
assess the ‘below the line’ cost (development costs, crew salaries, set design, locations etc) and ‘Above the 
Line’ costs - which refer to Writers, Directors, Producers and Cast, in addition to the Script Rights. 

Co-Producer
A Co-Producer is simply another way of referring to a Producer. Often there will be 2 or more Co-Producers, 
and may operate co-dependently, independently of one another or may report to a Producer. 

Associate Producer or Assistant 
Producer

Helps the producer during the production process. They can sometimes be involved in coordinating other jobs, 
such as creating peoples’ schedules and hiring the main talent.



What does it mean being a Producer today?

(ask)



INDIE FILM

The Set
Executive Producer

Producer

Location Manager

Casting Director

Production Manager

1st Assistant Director (1st A.D)

2nd Assistant Director (2nd A.D)

3rd Assistant Director (3rd A.D)

Director

Heads of Department

Director of Photography Sound Designer Production Designer Editor

Cam Operator

Focus Puller

Clapper/Loader

Grip

Gaffer

Best Boy

Sparks

Composer
Production Sound Mixer / Sound 

Recordist
Boom Operator

Art Director Costume D.

Props Master

Make-Up Artist (MUA)

Art Assistant

Assistant Editor

Colorist

Additional / Superv. Editors

VFX / CGI Editors

Line Producer

Assistant Producer

Co-Producer

Talent (Cast)

Run the Set

Call Sheets

Extras



I want to get into Producing, 
what do I do?

Study

Create Apply
Apply for Entry-Level jobs 
as a P.A (Production 
Assistant) - MFJF, Hiive, FB 
Groups

Join FB Film Groups such as 
Film London Talent Connect and 
London Filmmakers & Actors, 
and put yourself out there / 
search for work as an Assistant!

Make short films on your 
Smartphone or borrow a 
friend’s camera and shoot 
something! Create a low-budget short 

film, edit it and submit it to 
local and national film 
festivals - submit it to 
Deptford Cinema’s annual 
Film Festivals!

Undergraduate Courses 

University of Westminster, Film BA

Arts University Bournemouth (AUB)
Film Production

Producer’s Craft at NYFA (Producing 
School) - MFA/BFA courses available

Postgraduate Courses

NFTS Producing Course (MA)

Goldsmiths Filmmaking Course 
(Producing Pathway) MA

Royal Holloway Producing Film 
& Television (MA)

 

Online Courses FutureLearn



Books & Resources



Best Resources
In order to make it as a successful Creative Producer for 
Screen, it’s recommended you are adept with all the 
different areas in Film Production. 

The Anatomy of Story (John Truby)
Amazon - £9.41

Kindle - £7.59

The Writer’s Journey (Christopher Vogler)
Amazon - £15.28

Here are some 
great books on 
Screenwriting!



Producer to Producer 
(Maureen A. Ryan)
Amazon - £21.35
Kindle - £20.28

Indie Film Producing 
(Suzanne Lyons)
Amazon - £18.65

Kindle - £17.59

Here are 
some great 
books on 

Producing!



Here are some 
great books on 

Directing!

Making Movies (Sidney 
Lumet)
Amazon - £9.82

Directing: Film 
Techniques & Aesthetics 

(Sidney Lumet)
Amazon - £35.24

Kindle - £31.99



In The Blink of An Eye (Walter 
Murch)
Amazon - £8.99



Summary of Books Recommended
Screenwriting

● The Writer’s Journey (Christopher Vogel) - £15.28
● The Anatomy of Story (John Truby) - £9.41

Producing

● Producer to Producer (Maureen A. Ryan) - £21.35
● Indie Film Producing: The Craft of Low-Budget Filmmaking - £18.65

Directing

● Making Movies (Sidney Lumet) - £9.82
● Directing: Film Techniques & Aesthetics - £35.24

Editing

● In The Blink of an Eye - £8.99

Take a 
photo!



The best apps...
For 
Production 
Crew...

For Camera 
Teams...

For 
Editors...

Easy Release

Adobe Premiere 
Rush CC

Celtx Script

Celtx Shots Filmic ProShot Designer VUER - Live 
Video Monitor

DigiSlate Artemis Director’s 
Viewfinder

PowerDirector Video 
Editor App Hedge DaVinci Resolve 15

StudioBinder MovieMagic
Scheduling

Final Draft



Development



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● Find or Create an Idea/Concept 
● Explore the Idea further by developing it into a plot - 

use the three-act structure as a way of beginning to 
write, and slowly mould this to more interesting, 
contemporary methods of writing and in thinking about 
plot and non-linear structure. 

● Once developed, write three pieces of prose on 1 side of 
A4

○ Logline - a short, sharp sentence that summarises the film. 
○ Outline - a longer set of sentences (max 4 or 1 paragraph)
○ Synopsis - a detailed description of the story, including the 

backstories of characters, their motivation - story/emotional 
conflict and the themes that provide the spine of what we’re going to 
read… (and inevitably see on screen)



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● Begin to develop the stanzas, written on the film’s concept 

and story, into a Treatment  
● Now you’re putting on your other hat - the ‘business’ one 

and in the Treatment you should make considerations for and 
include:

○ Genre (there may be hybrids i.e Comedy-Drama, or Psychological Thriller)
○ Target Audience (include gender, age, demographic, other sensibilities?)
○ Setting(s)
○ Theme(s)
○ Character(s)

● At this stage, it’s really important you’re considering the 
film, it’s development and the treatment in the eyes of a 
Commissioner and/or Executive Producer - and ultimately the 
audience.



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● If you are planning to make an adaptation (which can include the use of any 

particular element) of an existing work or idea; you should sought the 
rights for it - from the original creator(s) / those with the existing 
copyright. It is recommended you research the works’ Historical Rights of 
Transfer.

● If a Script exists; you will need to purchase the rights to using it and be 
clear with the Writer what their fee is - there are numerous different ways 
of approaching this. There can be a one-time transactional fee where the 
filmmaker pays the Writer, however they may retain the rights (independent 
film) - at a more studio level, this fee is usually negotiated, with the 
addition of royalties - typically 4-6 percent of an Overall Production 
Budget - the rights would also be stripped from the Writer and retained by 
the Studio, for full ownership, use in perpetuity and for the possibility of 
creating sequels. 



Write the darn script!
Start the first page soon!

Keep the pen / typewriter / keyboard flowing… even if you think it’s rubbish at this stage, 
that’s when ideas are most prominent.

Through the refinement of the script via various drafts you’ll better the idea’s key themes, the 
characters, and the overall storyline - making it more succinct, and fleshing out parts you 

didn’t think worked before.

Celtx (Windows / Mac)
(Free stripped-down, 

online version available)
Final Draft 11

(Windows / Mac)

Educational License: £102.07Annual Subscription
£15.50 a month 

Writer Duet
(Mac)

Annual Subscription
£5.11 a month (first 3 

scripts free - unlimited 
length!)



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● Now you have a Script, a Treatment and (hopefully) a strong 

idea about the story for the production - now you need to 
think of a way/ways to execute it. Showcasing a singularly 
plausible way, and a few others.  

● Now you need to compile a Production Package. A Production 
Package needs to include the following:

○ All the elements of the Treatment (Logline, Target Audience, Synopsis)
○ A Line Budget - this can be a table.
○ Biographies for 3 or more suggested Writers (if a script needs 

creating), their past work and why they are appropriate for the 
production.

○ Biographies for 3 or more suggested Directors, their past work and why 
they could are appropriate for the production.  

○ Depending on production complexity; maybe include key HODs such as 
Cinematographer and Production Designer. 



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● Once you’ve completed the Production Package - you are ready to start 

pitching this idea to whoever will be key to getting this production made - 
investors and supporters. You may want to run this package (or elements of) 
by some of your Key Prospective Cast / Crew in order to gain their interest 
and approval. This can sometimes benefit the pitching process to investors, 
as then there is existent proof that there are elements to make the film 
work.

● Investors and Supporters (in/by any means) respect proactivity, it shows 
determination (that you are absolutely certain you want to make said film) 
and reliability (that things promised on paper, as per the package, can in 
fact become a reality).

● If you’re an independent filmmaker pitching to Film Investors / E.Ps 
(Executive Producers) or Commissioners, chances are they’ll already have 
ascertained an opinion about you. You must do everything you can to prove 
you deserve their funding and support.





Where to get your Funding?

Student Film

Crowdfunding

Independent Film

Studio Film

Regional Grant (i.e BFI FAN - 
Film Audience Network

Production 
Company

Production 
Company/Distributor

Private 
Sponsorship

Small Money + Small Audience

Big Money + Big Audience(s)

Small Productions

Large Productions



Pre-Production



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● Now you’ve completed Development, you can move on to 

Pre-Production. Pre-Production encompasses a wide variety 
of areas, essential to bringing your project (or 
commission) to life. These may or may-not be 
time-dependent or dependent on the work of others in 
order for you to facilitate shooting.

● In essence, Pre-Production is the necessary planning (in 
relation to time - scheduling, money - budget, and human 
resources - cast & crew) that takes place prior to a 
shoot. A well-executed shoot always rests on how well 
planned the pre-production is. 



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● Pre-Production Includes:

○ Establishing a Cloud Storage / Offline Storage (or Hard Copy Folder) 
for Production Files, Correspondence and All Information related to 
the specific production.

○ Creating a Master Schedule (detailing every phase of production)
○ Researching, Scouting & Booking Locations
○ Researching, Auditioning & Confirming Cast
○ Budget Acquisition - Planning, Forecast Budget, Monetary Sources 

(Crowdfunding? Private Investment? Sponsorship?)
○ Production Design Planning - Treatments for Art Dept, Inspiration, 

Moodboard, Props / Costume / Make-Up Lists, Art Dept Budgets and Item 
Sources/Inventories (think of tone, setting, period)

○ Cinematography - Moodreels, Storyboards/Shot Lists, Equipment, 
Animatics (if needed), Camera/Floor Plans using Shot Designer (think 
of tone, setting, period).



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● Pre-Production Includes:

○ AD (Assistant Director) - Breakdowns, Catering, Strip Schedule, Risk 
Assessments, H&S Protocols & Supporting Actors (Extras) Protocols

○ Production Management - Shooting Dates, working close with the AD 
○ Continuity (Script Supervisor) - Master Breakdowns (as per every 

draft of the script), Breakdowns for Art, Camera and Story/Period 
managing re-drafts with the Writer (when needed), how many copies of 
the script for the set? Continuity Reports, Daily Shot Logs, Daily 
Progress Reports (sent to producer at daily wrap)

○ Editor - Create Post-Production Workflow, VFX/Extra-Post 
Considerations?

○ Sound - What FX work/original score is needed, Equipment, 
clearance/rights?

○ Marketing & Distribution - Initial Considerations on Marketing, 
Distribution, Prospective Film Festival Submissions; what is the end 
goal? Who should see this film? Why? Where? What platforms?



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● There is no correct/usual order for how a shoot should be 

done though there are rough templates available. Every 
production has its own set of challenges and ways a crew 
might want to execute them. A particular 
director/producer’s approach may impact the way a shoot 
could be organised. 

● It’s important to setup as many 1:1 or small ‘breakaway’ 
meetings as possible (Director + Producer with every 
department) after an initial whole crew meeting has been 
established. Whole crew meetings should be kept to a 
minimum and placed at particular milestones/turning 
points in the planning process. 



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● Your (unit) production manager is responsible for overseeing the 

day-to-day operations of the shoot; you should confident in them 
to oversee that pre-production tasks (and associated paperwork 
therein) is being completed, on time and to the standard 
required by the production and the person performing the task.

● As Producer; you are responsible for ensuring departments are 
communicating with each other; and ensuring as much 
self-initiative is taken from crew members so you can focus on 
other tasks at hand such as the creative direction and execution 
of the story and its constituent elements 

● Initiative/Motivation is often dictated by if a crew or its 
members are paid or not) - the difference between student films 
and professional productions, not always different if you’re a 
good producer and are managing the production effectively!



Production



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● You’ve completed the Pre-Production process, (though in 

actual fact the Pre-Production Process is never really 
over - you’ll still be planning and compiling paperwork 
and organising elements of the shoot up until the last 
person sees your film). 

● Once all your elements are in place; especially Cast, 
Crew, Locations, Props/Costume/Make-Up, Camera/Sound 
Equipment and a Schedule to tie them all together - you 
are ready to shoot. 

● Double and triple-check all your email correspondence and 
every piece of production paperwork; have you got the 
right dates/times? All permissions granted? Is everything 
absolutely in place? 



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step

● In an ideal world; as producer, you should be on standby throughout the 
shoot but not on the set itself. You don’t want to seem imposing but at 
the same time you should offer yourself at hand for just about anything 
(particularly on independent and student film shoots) where there is often 
a lot of crossover with roles and responsibilities.

● The night before the first shoot or at the end of each shooting day you 
should check (and approve):

○ The Call Sheet
○ The Daily Progress Report Sheet (for any execs, completion bondsmen, 

investors and for yourself - how is the shoot getting on? - The 
Script Supervisor + AD should provide this to you at Wrap every day)

○ Rushes - The DIT should either show you or send you a Rushes Sequence 
[in shooting order], so you can see what has been shot in relation to 
what you’ve been responsible for planning this entire time. 



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● Once you’re shooting; you will (no doubt) notice elements of the shoot you 

wish you could have planned for or planned better. Alternatively, you may 
be surprised that some elements you didn’t think would work; are indeed 
working or you will experience exactly what you planned for. 

● Producing comes with experience. Most things that go awry or not as 
anticipated on the day are down to unforeseen circumstances which no 
planning could have omitted (crew absences due to sickness, weather on 
location etc). Through producing a wide variety of filmic content (shorts, 
features, web series, music videos, installation work), you’ll learn what 
works best for your productions and will borrow elements from your most 
successful productions into the new ones you’re devising/developing or 
planning - now and in the future.

● Errors; human and technical - are the best ways of learning and overcoming 
issues, being able to resolve them in a diplomatic and timely fashion is 
an additional skillset.



Post Production



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step

● As soon as you’ve wrapped your film; you are officially 
in Post Production. 

● Post-Production relates to all work on the film that 
happens ‘after shooting’. This includes:

○ Transcribing/Logging Footage + Syncing Sound
○ Editing Footage
○ Exporting Draft Cuts, sending to Director/Producer/Assistants, 

receiving/sending of feedback
○ Adding VFX, Transitions, Titles/Credits, GFX, all necessary changes 

to the Edit. 
○ Locking the Picture. Grading the Film, Tracklaying Sound, Sound FX, 

Mixing the Film.
○ Exporting the Film



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● Depending on the complexity of the production; you may 

have a lot to do or very little. The stress implied and 
the emphasis on finishing the project is amplified when 
the post-production period is shorter than what’s optimal 
- this is often the case with all kinds of film ranging 
from student productions to Hollywood motion pictures. 

● As Producer; you should leave your Editor & Director to 
work on the film (and complete the film), you should 
visit the editing suite/cutting room to see the film in 
its entire form at various milestones (a completed rough 
cut, fine cut, final cut (with grade), final cut with 
sound mix)



Creative Producing - A Step-By-Step
● At a Studio level, it is expected that the Producer will be 

working on multiple productions simultaneously (and at different 
stages - development on one, production on another and post on 
another). 

● Once you’ve become an established (feature-film) Independent 
Film Producer, or one with at least 5-6 significant credentials 
(besides student film practice), you will most likely be in 
Development/Pre-Production of one film and Post-Production of 
another. Working on two films, one current and one upcoming 
shows that you are committed to your work as a professional and 
proves prospective funders/Cast/Crew that you are exciting and 
engaging to work with.  



Marketing & Distribution



What do I do now?
(don’t panic)



Marketing & Distribution
Get your film out 

into the world

Film Festivals

Film Competitions

Host a Private Screening

Upload it Online

Vimeo, YouTube etc...

Upload to FB / 
Instagram

Make a Website for yourself...

Personal, Filmmaker 
Portfolio + Reel / CV

Start your own 
Production Company

A production-specific 
site (for a web series or 

short?)



These are the 
UK’s Top Short 

Film Festivals*...

*Updated October 2018



If you’re one of those people who likes to solely focus on one project at a time - 
yes I’m talking to you…

 
Once your film has been submitted to festivals, and has been shown at a few, 

you can officially begin Development on your next production. 

As a budding Producer, it’s really important you pace yourself and don’t let
yourself burn out. Look after yourself, especially if, at times, a production wants 

to make you tear your hair out.



Case Studies: Party Animal & A Live Broadcast



Case Studies: Party Animal & A Live Broadcast

Party Animal A Live Broadcast

“A university student’s first 
meeting with his in-laws turns 
from awkward to disastrous 
when he accidentally kills 
their pet dog at a Christmas 
party”.

Notable Festivals
● Manchester 

International FF
● Liverpool / Wirral Int. 

FF
● Crystal Palace 

International FF
● UKCineFest

“Gareth Holland, the young 
charismatic presenter of a 
dreadful infomercial show goes 
through a rough day of 
shooting. He is then taken aside 
by his producer who lets him 
know of a request from the 
show’s sponsors to finally meet 
him”.

Notable Festivals
● ScreenTest
● Urban Lens FF
● Student Widescreen Film 

of the Year
● Norfolk International FF



Case Study: A Live Broadcast
Surrealist / Horror / Drama
Prod. Co: Westminster Film School

Distributor: Studio HolderCase Study: A Live Broadcast
● 5.5 month project
● 9 Script Revisions (White - Original Draft, Blue, Pink, Yellow, Green, 

Goldenrod, Buff, Salmon, Cherry - Shooting Script) - through Writer/Director, 
Writer/Producer, W/D/P meetings

● 13 page Script
● 13 Cast (Credits) - 5 On-Screen Speaking Roles, 2 Off-Screen Speaking Roles, 6 

Supporting Artists (Extras)
● 44 Crew (Credits), 14 Special Thanks (Credits)
● Rushes: 44 minutes (4 x 400ft Rolls of Super 16mm Film / 25fps (Neg: 1.66:1)
● Aspect Ratios: 1990s TV Footage (4:3), Super 16mm Footage (1.85:1)
● Rushes scanned at 2.5K, Master File exported in 2K 
● Final Runtime: 12:44
● Shooting Ratio: 1 in 3 (occassionally 1 in 4)
● International Collaboration with Composers, Animators, Graphic Designers



Case Study: A Live Broadcast
● Forecast Budget - £2000

○ £1250 - Crew Contributions
○ £750 - University Income

● Final Spend - £2547 /
○ Money In - £2547
○ Money Out - £1969.43
○ £1847 - Crew Contributions
○ £700 - Crowdfunding (Indiegogo)
○ £1519.43 - Primary Costs
○ £450 - Festival & Distribution Costs

● Final Cashflow - £577.57

Surrealist / Horror / Drama
Prod. Co: Westminster Film School

Distributor: Studio Holder

● Development Period - 22/01/18 - 21/03/18
○

● Pre-Production Period - 20/03/18 - 
01/05/18

● Principal Photography - 4 Days
○ With 1 Day either side for Load-In / 

Pre-Light & De-Rig / De-Light. (6 
days in the Shooting stage)

● Post-Production Period - 05/05/18 - 
27/05/18

○ Super 16mm Dailies, Developing, 
Scanning, Editing in AVID, Coloring 
in DaVinci Resolve, Mixing in 
ProTools, Final Conform.

● Final Delivery - 28/05/18



Case Study: A Live Broadcast
Surrealist / Horror / Drama
Prod. Co: Westminster Film School

Distributor: Studio HolderCase Study: A Live Broadcast
● Biggest Challenges

○ Art Department - greatest expenditure
■ Creating realistic live fish

○ Organising the shoot around Actors’ availability
○ Camera / Actor’s Blocking - required a full day of rehearsals alone for 

camera blocking, and actor’s blocking. 
○ Giving the script a sense of universal relatability; honing in on the 

themes of consumerism, family and the unknown/the strange; without 
alienating the target audience / or any other potential audiences.

○ Post-Production
■ Getting film dailies couriered to/from Pinewood Studios daily. 
■ Conforming different aspect ratios to Digital Cinema (DCI) standards.
■ Colour correcting Tungsten-shot footage from an exterior scene



Case Study: Party Animal

● 3 month project
● 3 Script Revisions (White - Original Draft, Blue, Pink - Shooting Script)
● 14 page script
● 8 Cast (Credits) - All On-Screen, 6 Co-Leads, 2 Supporting Artists (Extras)
● 13 Crew (Credits), 6 On-Set, 2 in Development/Pre-Production, 5 in 

Post-Production 
● Rushes: 6 hours (Digital - Canon C100)
● Aspect Ratio: 16 x 9, Resolution: HD
● Final Runtime: 08:15
● Shooting Ratio: 1 in 7 - 1 in 9
● Shot on location in Formby, Merseyside, England.
● Independent Production

Comedy
Prod. Co: Independent

Distributor: Independent



Case Study: Party Animal
● Forecast Budget - £625

○ £625 - Crowdfunding (Indiegogo)

● Final Spend - £775 / £325
○ Money In - £775
○ Money Out - £814
○ £150 - Friends & Family
○ £625 - Crowdfunding (Indiegogo)
○ £200 - Production Design
○ £125 - Catering
○ £489.60 - Travel Costs

● Final Cashflow - £ -39.00

Comedy
Prod. Co: Independent

Distributor: Independent

● Development Period - 15/10/16 - 29/10/18
● Pre-Production Period - 31/10/18 - 

10/10/18
● Principal Photography - 3 Days

○ With 1 Day either side for Travel/ 
Load-In / Pre-Light & De-Rig / 
De-Light/Travel (5 days in the 
Shooting stage)

● Post-Production Period - 30/01/18 - 
31/03/18

○ Digital Dailies, Editing in Final 
Cut Pro X, Coloring in DaVinci 
Resolve, Mixing in ProTools, Final 
Conform.

● Final Delivery - 01/04/18



Case Study: Case Study: Party Animal
● Biggest Challenges

○ Travel Costs
■ Travelling together as a Cast/Crew of 12 in total to our location in 

Liverpool.
○ Weather - not as predicted (very chilly!)
○ Post-Production

■ Cutting two scenes, and shortening others. After the performances 
were shot, we found the humor to be less in the script’s innate jokes 
and comical humour (such as ridding part of the exterior section 
where some bird shit lands of Finley), and more in the comic sense of 
timing. The script and story became more focussed on the subject of 
teenage awkwardness and the inevitable fate (and fear) of meeting 
your partner’s parents/best friends or inlaws.

Comedy
Prod. Co: Independent

Distributor: Independent



Other Presentations & Courses

The Crowdfunding 
Formula

Presentations Courses Guides

Film Programming for 
Students & Emerging 

Programmers
Request the resource in the subject line.

Available to Download
visit www.louisholder.com/film-education.html

An Unloved Story: Lost In 
Translation / Her

Exhibition for Screen: Film 
Programming & Curation

Available to Download

Coming Soon

The Quick Guide to 
Programming

The Art, Philosophy & Practice of 
Film Programming & Curation

The Creative Film Producer



Follow me on Social!
/louisholderfilms

@louis_holder_editor

@LouisHolder1
www.louisholder.com

BFI Film Academy & NFTS Craft Residential Graduate
Selected Work(s) Available to View on Website, Youtube and Vimeo

Represented by Studio Holder.
IMDB Pro Represented.


